Artificial Intelligence Research

Fonetic is a company in full growth within the Financial Market, developing a custom platform for Financial Market Compliance and Surveillance, that helps banking institutions and government regulators prevent and uncover fraud.

If this sounds interesting, please keep on reading.

**Who are we looking for?**
Products matter. And that is why Fonetic is adding people who are specifically focused on those products and the technology needed to make sure customers loves them. We are looking for a CTO, that will be focused on the technologies developed and exploited to build Fonetic products, and its communication to the market, as a part of pursuing the Complete Product Experience.

Technologies that are key for us include Big Data and Artificial Intelligence.

**You will:**
- Help determine how the team will use technology to improve products and services.
- Analyze cost-benefit and return-on-investment analyses to figure out which platforms and solutions are the most appropriate.
- Explore technologies that lead to solve real problems for customers and enhance the team’s ability to execute against their commitments.
- Explain the technologies used and developed in Fonetic to build its products, to customer stakeholders and wider audiences.

**Which are our musts:**
- Great technology communications skills.
- Solid knowledge and broad experience in software manufacturing companies: **Big Data, Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning.**
- Teamwork
- High proficiency in English Language. You need to communicate to potential clients in business meetings, read and generate documentation in English.

So, if you think you can do what we expect, take a step forward!

**What do we offer?**
- Get integrated in a multidisciplinary environment with (developers, computational linguists, AI specialists, data scientists, QA engineers and speech scientists)
- International environment: more than 11 nationalities
- Get into the world of unstructured data processing and learn about how big enterprises work
- Full-time or Part time job, permanent contract or another
- Flexible schedule and teleworking
- A competitive salary
- Flexible remuneration
- Employee Referral Program
- Training
- A great environment to grow while having fun
And... because not everything is to work, we also offer you

- 23 annual leave days, and all Fridays and July and August intensive working days
- Fonetic takes care of your health, so:

Free coffee, tea and milk
Free fruit on Monday
Discount on the gym
Sport activities: running, paddle tennis and Football Team

If you are interested, please send me your cv:

maria.conde@fonetic.com

Or load your cv here:
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